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Abstract

Economic theory suggests that an extension of maximum entitlement length

for unemployment benefits increases unemployment duration. Empirical re-

sults for the reform of the unemployment compensation system in Germany

during the 1980s are less clear. The analysis in this paper is motivated by the

controversial empirical findings and by recent developments in econometrics

for partial identification. We use a nonparametric approach in order to bound

the reform effect on unemployment duration over different definitions of un-

employment. We identify an increase in unemployment duration as response

to the reform for less than 5% of unemployment spells for the aged 44-48. The

treatment effect persists after the end of the treatment. For the other spells

the results are less clear, many of them were not treated at all by the reform.
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1 Introduction

Many empirical contributions consider the question whether unemployment dura-

tions increase with the entitlement length for unemployment benefits. This is sug-

gested by economic theory which also predicts an increase with the level of the

unemployment compensation. See Katz and Meyer (1990) for a summary. Some

empirical evidence for that is observed for the US (Katz and Meyer, 1990) and for

the UK (van den Berg, 1990).

In Germany the maximum entitlement length for unemployment benefits for the

elderly was increased during the 1980s. This reform is a natural experiment since it

only affects some groups (42 years old and older) of the population. It was already

subject to several empirical investigations, see Biewen and Wilke (2004) for a sum-

mary. However, the only noncontroversial finding up to date is that it was leading

the path for massive early retirement at the costs of the unemployment insurance

system. Both employers and elderly employees agreed in early retirement packages

making redundant the stronger dismissal protection for the elderly employees with

long term company affiliation. This typical win-win situation (Fitzenberger and

Wilke, 2004) and additional costs due the high unemployment in East-Germany

generated an enormous burden for the social security systems in Germany which are

nowadays close to collapse. However, the results are less clear when one focuses on

the group of elderly unemployed who are not early retired, i.e. who are still look-

ing for new jobs. Empirical studies using household panel survey data do not have

conclusive findings. Schneider and Hujer (1996) do not find increases in unemploy-

ment duration, whereas Hunt (1995) and Hujer and Scheinder (1996) report such

increases for some age groups. Using register data, Plassmann (2002) finds strong

effect but she ignores the early retirement issue. Fitzenberger and Wilke (2004)

obtain rather different results for two definitions of unemployment. In particular

they find that unemployment duration of those who enter employment again did

not increase. Biewen and Wilke (2004) use the same data and they observe that one

may find an increase in unemployment duration of the less than 49 years old but

the results are not stable with respect to the model specification, with respect to

the definition of unemployment and with respect to the gender of the unemployed.

They conclude that further research is necessary.

The analysis in this paper is motivated by these controversial findings and by

recent developments in econometrics for partial identification. The purpose of this
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paper is to revisit the analysis of the above mentioned papers by bounding the effect

of the reform of the unemployment compensation system over different definitions

of unemployment. Our analysis exploits the extreme richness of the register based

data for this purpose, which allows us to avoid critical model specification by using

nonparametric methods for the estimation of the treatment effect.

The paper is organized as follows. . . .

2 Data and Institutions

A comprehensive summary of the changes in the German unemployment compen-

sation system can be found in Hunt (1995) and Plassmann (2002). Details are

therefore not presented here. For our estimations we use the IAB employment

subsample (IABS) 1975-1997 which contains daily information about employment

periods of about 500K individuals in West-Germany. The data is a representative

1%sample of the socially insured workforce in Germany. For a general description

of the data see Bender et. al (2000). A general advantage of this data is the large

sample size and the daily register based records which are assumed to be more pre-

cise than household interview based data. A disadvantage of the IABS is the small

number of observed variables and the missing information about registered unem-

ployment, since only information about the receipt of unemployment compensation

from the German federal labor office is observed. For this reason Fitzenberger and

Wilke (2004) proxy unemployment with two definitions. They introduce the nonem-

ployment (NE) proxy as an upper bound for the unemployment duration and the

unemployment between jobs (UBJ) proxy as a lower bound. In their analysis it is

evident that the results strongly depend on the definition of unemployment.

The analysis in this paper intends to bound the effect of the reform of the unem-

ployment compensation system over the proxies of unemployment that are extracted

from the data. For this purpose we use the NE proxy of Fitzenberger and Wilke

(2004) as the upper bound. This seems to be a natural approach since it may also

contain periods of out of the labor market. It is therefore an upward biased proxy

of the true unemployment duration. Contrary we consider two proxies for the lower

bound of unemployment duration: UBJ and UPIT which is as follows:

• unemployment with permanent income transfers (UPIT). All periods

of nonemployment after an employment period with continuous flow of unem-
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ployment compensation from the German federal employment office. Maxi-

mum interruption in compensation transfers is one month. An observation is

marked as right censored at the last day of the duration before the transfers

are interrupted for more than one month or in case there is no observation

after the last compensation transfer.

We introduce the UPIT proxy because the UBJ proxy may be too narrow for our

purposes. This is mainly because the latter conditions on the future exit to em-

ployment. This is a valuable property for the identification of the increase in early

retirement as done by Fitzenberger and Wilke (2004) but in our analysis we may

loose too much information, in particular for all individuals who do not enter employ-

ment anymore. This may prevent us from obtaining tight bounds for the treatment

effect. In any case we have UBJ ≤ UPIT ≤ NE.

Figure 1 presents three common samples of the data structure. In case A all

proxies yield the same length for the unemployment duration: t2− t0. In case B we

obtain UBJ = 0, UPIT = t1 − t0 (right censored) and NE = t2 − t0 if the length

of the non observed period is greater than one month otherwise we obtain case A.

In case C we have UBJ = 0 and UPIT = NE = t1 − t0 (right censored).

time
Employment Employment

time
Employment Employment

time
Employment

t_0

t_0

t_0

t_1 t_2

t_2

t_1
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UC N/A

UC N/A

UC: income transfers from the
employment office

N/A: non observed

A

C

B

Figure 1: Three common examples of the data structure.

There is another important difference between the construction of our samples

and the samples used in Fitzenberger and Wilke (2004). The latter extract samples

of different size for their estimations. Their estimates may therefore be affected by

sample selection issues. We control for that by comparing exactly the same samples.
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By construction UBJ and UPIT durations are less or equal to NE durations. In some

cases a NE duration is not included in the UBJ and/or the UPIT sample. These

observations are then added to UBJ and/or UPIT as a non censored zero duration.

This corresponds to an observed zero length unemployment duration which is the

natural lower bound. This implies that there exists a UBJ and UPIT duration for

any NE duration.

In Germany, socially insured employees with a sufficient amount of working ex-

perience are entitled for unemployment benefits. 1 The length of the entitlement

period depends on the length of the employment periods before the begin of the

unemployment period and on the age of the unemployed. The maximum entitle-

ment length for unemployment benefits was increased during the years 1985-1987.

See table 1 in Hunt(1995) for an overview. For our analysis we classify the calender

years 1981-1994 into three categories:

• pre reform period: 1981-1983

• reform period: 1984-1986

• post reform period: 1987-1994

1984 is considered as reform year because unemployment spells starting in 1983 are

the latest not affected at all by the reform. Many spells starting in 1984 were ex

post extended in 1985. Anticipation behavior in 1984 may also affect our estimation

results. Years before 1981 are not considered because of data quality issues2. As

post reform years we use 1987 - 1994 (8 years). 1987 is included because the post

reform system applies already to most of the unemployment spells starting in 1987.

Years after 1994 are not considered because of the systematic censoring at the end

of the data (December 1997).

It is also important to note that the extension of the maximum entitlement

lengths has different implications for the unemployed depending on the levels of

income transfers during the unemployment duration. The wage replacement rate

for unemployment benefits (unemployment assistance) depends previous (expected)

earnings. 3 Unemployed with low pre unemployment income may therefore obtain

1See Hunt (1995) for more details.
2The information on transfer payments seems to be incomplete in the data, see XY for details.
3In addition, unemployment assistance is means tested, i.e. it decreases with the income gen-

erated by other household members.
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Figure 2: The level of income transfers in Germany is never below the welfare level:

example for high (left) and low (right) pre-unemployment wages (in presence of

children).

social benefits as additional income transfers. This is the case if income transfers

from the employment offices is not high enough to cover the basic needs of the

household. Households (and not individuals) are eligible for social benefits which

are means tested and the level depend mainly on the community, on the demo-

graphic structure of the household. Any form of welfare support is paid by the

communities and it is not observable in the data. If transfers from the employment

office plus other household income is below this level the household is entitled for

welfare support. The reform should therefore have a smaller effect on those with low

pre-unemployment and low expected earnings because an increase in unemployment

compensation would simultaneously decrease the level of additional social benefits

remaining in a zero or very little net change. See figure 2 (right). Since we do not

observe any receipt of welfare in the data, we can only try to control for that by using

the level of pre-unemployment income. The same reasoning applies to individuals

with high former income levels. See figure 2 (left). We may expect stronger reform

effects for this group. The reform under consideration therefore implies a weak in-

crease of the unemployment compensation level after twelve months unemployment

duration. Unfortunately, we also do not observe the level of unemployment com-

pensation paid by the employment offices which leaves us the pre unemployment

earnings and the type of income transfers from the employment offices as the only
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observable determinants for the wage replacement rate.4

We use individuals aged 36-41 as the control group in our analysis. These are

the oldest individuals not affected by the reform. We select the individuals aged

44-48 as the treatment group. This is done for the following reasons: aged 42-43 are

excluded because the short extension of the maximum entitlement length implies a

weak treatment for this group. Aged >48 are not considered because Fitzenberger

and Wilke (2004) find already some evidence that early retirement starts within the

age group 49-53 and we want to focus our analysis to individuals still looking for

jobs. During the reform under consideration the maximum entitlement length for

unemployment benefits increased from 12 to 22 months for the treatment group,

whereby it remained constant for the control group.

Four our empirical analysis we construct a sample of unemployment periods that

is homogenous with respect to the work history of the individuals5 in order to reduce

sample selection issues at the inflow level to unemployment and to reduce the degree

of unobserved components that may affect our nonparametric results. In particular

we restrict our sample to:

• periods with unemployment benefits as first income transfer

• no receipt of any unemployment transfer during the past 12 months before the

current unemployment period

• no recall to the former employer after the last unemployment period

• individuals with completed apprenticeship (vocational training) or university

degree

• business sector agriculture is excluded (last employment)

Tables 1 and 2 present the summary statistics for the pre and post reform samples.

4The wage replacement rate also depends on the presence of children. Information about chil-

dren is unreliable in the data and not available at all before 1983. For this reason we decided to

ignore it in the analysis.
5Using censored quantile regressions, Lüdemann et al. (2004) observe that work history variables

have a strong explanatory degree for the length of unemployment duration in West-Germany.
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3 Econometric Framework

This section describes an econometric approach used in the paper. Our framework

is based on bounds analysis (see a monograph by Manski (2003) for a review). In

particular, we present bounds for treatment effects in the context of difference-in-

differences. We also obtain tighter bounds using some plausible independence and

monotonicity assumptions.6 There are no new ideas in our framework; however, this

paper appears to be a first application of bounds analysis to analyze difference-in-

differences-type treatment effects under a natural experiment.7

To describe our econometric model, assume that we observe interval data on the

duration variable of interest, say Y . That is, we observe Y1 and Y2, where Y1 ≤ Y2,

and it is only known that latent duration Y is between Y1 and Y2. For example, if

Y1 = Y2, then observed duration is a point and equal to Y ; however, in general, we

have Y1 < Y2, then Y is in the interval between Y1 and Y2. In our application, Y is

the unemployment spell, Y1 is either UBJ or UPIT, and Y2 is NE.

We consider two types of treatment effects, one on the survival probability of

Y and the other on the quantiles of Y conditional on explanatory variables X.

For simplicity, we assume that X is a vector of discrete random variables. Both

treatment effects are defined as difference-in-differences (DID) in terms of survival

probability and quantiles, respectively. It is plausible that the DID estimates can

be regarded as treatment effects since the reform we consider can be thought of as

a natural experiment.

First, we present bounds for the treatment effects in terms of survival probability.

To do so, let P denotes time periods pt0 and pt1 (before and after a treatment) and

T denotes age groups 0 and 1 (control and treatment groups). In our application,

pt0 = 1981, 1982, 1983 and pt1 = 1987, . . . , 1994. Also, age group 0 consists of

individuals aged 36-41 and age group 1 is composed of individuals aged 44-48. We

define the effect of a reform to be

∆(y|x, pt0, pt1) = [S(y|1, pt1, x)− S(y|0, pt1, x)]− [S(y|1, pt0, x)− S(y|0, pt0, x)],

(1)

where S(y|t, p, x) = P (Y > y|T = t, P = p,X = x). If Y were observed, then the

6See, for example, Manski and Pepper (2000) and Blundell, Gosling, Ichimura, and Meghir

(2004) for implications of imposing some credible assumptions.
7See Honoré and Lleras-Muney (2004) for an application of bounds analysis to duration analysis

in the context of competing risks models.
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treatment effect could be estimated by a sample analog of (1). Obviously, this is

infeasible since we have only interval data on Y . A natural approach is to bound

∆(y|x, pt0, pt1) by combining bounds for four survival probabilities.

Define S1(y|t, p, x) = P (Y1 > y|T = t, P = p,X = x), and S2(y|t, p, x) =

P (Y2 > y|T = t, P = p,X = x). Without imposing additional conditions, then the

identification region for S(y|t, p, x)

S1(y|t, p, x) ≤ S(y|t, p, x) ≤ S2(y|t, p, x) (2)

for t = 0, 1 and p = pt0, pt1. This is a worst case bound for S(y|t, p, x). Since there

are no cross restrictions over time periods and age groups, equation (2) implies that

S1(y|1, pt1, x)− S2(y|0, pt1, x) ≤ S(y|1, pt1, x)− S(y|0, pt1, x)

≤ S2(y|1, pt1, x)− S1(y|0, pt1, x)

and

S1(y|1, pt0, x)− S2(y|0, pt0, x) ≤ S(y|1, pt0, x)− S(y|0, pt0, x)

≤ S2(y|1, pt0, x)− S1(y|0, pt0, x),

which, in turn, implies that ∆(y|x, pt0, pt1) is bounded by an interval with endpoints

[l(y|x, pt0, pt1), u(y|x, pt0, pt1)]:

l(y|x, pt0, pt1) = max[−1, {S1(y|1, pt1, x)− S2(y|0, pt1, x)}
− {S2(y|1, pt0, x)− S1(y|0, pt0, x)}] (3)

and

u(y|x, pt0, pt1) = min[1, {S2(y|1, pt1, x)− S1(y|0, pt1, x)}
− {S1(y|1, pt0, x)− S2(y|0, pt0, x)}]. (4)

Note that the lower and upper bounds are restricted to be between -1 and 1. This is

due to the fact that maximum variation of the survival probability can not be larger

than 1 in absolute values. If this interval is shorter than [−1, 1], there is identifying

power. In particular, the lower bound is larger than zero or the upper bound is

smaller than zero, then one can identify the sign of the effect.

Sample analog estimation of these bounds are straightforward. In most cases, Y1

and Y2 may be censored. To deal with this, we assume that Y1 and Y2 are censored

independently given (T, P, X) = (t, p, x). Then S1(y|t, p, x) and S2(y|t, p, x) can
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be estimated consistently by Kaplan-Meier Estimators conditional on (T, P, X) =

(t, p, x). Therefore, we estimate l(y|x, pt0, pt1) and u(y|x, pt0, pt1) by the following

sample analogs:

l̂(y|x, pt0, pt1) = max[−1, {Ŝ1(y|1, pt1, x)− Ŝ2(y|0, pt1, x)}
− {Ŝ2(y|1, pt0, x)− Ŝ1(y|0, pt0, x)}] (5)

and

û(y|x, pt0, pt1) = min[1, {Ŝ2(y|1, pt1, x)− Ŝ1(y|0, pt1, x)}
− {Ŝ1(y|1, pt0, x)− Ŝ2(y|0, pt0, x)}], (6)

where Ŝ1(y|t, p, x) and Ŝ2(y|t, p, x) are Kaplan-Meier Estimators of S1(y|t, p, x) and

S2(y|t, p, x) conditional on (T, P,X) = (t, p, x).

The lower and upper bounds in (3) and (4) are obtained under few assump-

tions; however, these may not be very informative in some cases. It would be useful

to compare these bounds with those obtained by imposing more restrictions. In

particular, we obtain tighter bounds using some plausible independence and mono-

tonicity assumptions. The first assumption we explore is that the treatment effect

∆(y|x, pt0, pt1) is not a function of pt0 and pt1. That is, ∆(y|x, pt0, pt1) = ∆(y|x).

This independence assumption is palatable since time effects cancel out for the DID

estimates.8 Under this additional assumption, the lower and upper bounds can be

tightened:

l̂(y|x) = max
pt0,pt1

l̂(y|x, pt0, pt1) (7)

and

û(y|x) = min
pt0,pt1

û(y|x, pt0, pt1), (8)

where max and min are taken over all possible combinations of pt0 and pt1.

The second assumption we consider is that S(y|0, p, x) ≤ S(y|1, p, x) for all p

and x. Roughly speaking, this means that young workers tend to have shorter

durations than old workers while other things being equal. This is reasonable in our

application since young workers may be more mobile than old workers. Under this

additional assumption,

max{0, S1(y|1, pt1, x)− S2(y|0, pt1, x)} ≤ S(y|1, pt1, x)− S(y|0, pt1, x)

≤ S2(y|1, pt1, x)− S1(y|0, pt1, x)

8Of course, only separable time effects cancel out. If there were any nonseparable time effects,

then our estimates could be biased estimates for ‘true’ treatment effects.
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and

max{0, S1(y|1, pt0, x)− S2(y|0, pt0, x)} ≤ S(y|1, pt0, x)− S(y|0, pt0, x)

≤ S2(y|1, pt0, x)− S1(y|0, pt0, x).

This implies that ∆(y|x, pt0, pt1) is bounded by an interval with endpoints:

l̃(y|x, pt0, pt1) = max[−1, max{0, S1(y|1, pt1, x)− S2(y|0, pt1, x)}
− {S2(y|1, pt0, x)− S1(y|0, pt0, x)}]

and

ũ(y|x, pt0, pt1) = min[1, {S2(y|1, pt1, x)− S1(y|0, pt1, x)}
−max{0, S1(y|1, pt0, x)− S2(y|0, pt0, x)}].

The first and second assumptions can be imposed together to yield tighter bounds.

Now we present bounds for the treatment effects in terms of conditional quantiles.

Notice that (2) can be rewritten in terms of conditional quantile functions:

Q1(τ |t, p, x) ≤ Q(τ |t, p, x) ≤ Q2(τ |t, p, x), (9)

where Q(τ |t, p, x) is the τ -th quantile of Y conditional on (T, P,X) = (t, p, x) and

Qj(τ |t, p, x) is the τ -th quantile of Yj conditional on (T, P, X) = (t, p, x) for j =

1, 2. Again invoking difference-in-differences strategy to identify quantile treatment

effects,9 we define the τ -th quantile DID treatment effects to be

∆Q(τ |x, pt0, pt1) = [Q(τ |1, pt1, x)−Q(τ |0, pt1, x)]− [Q(τ |1, pt0, x)−Q(τ |0, pt0, x)].

As before, we obtain lower and upper bounds for ∆Q(τ |x, pt0, pt1):

lQ(τ |x, pt0, pt1) = [Q1(τ |1, pt1, x)−Q2(τ |0, pt1, x)]− [Q2(τ |1, pt0, x)−Q1(τ |0, pt0, x)]

and

uQ(τ |x, pt0, pt1) = [Q2(τ |1, pt1, x)−Q1(τ |0, pt1, x)]− [Q1(τ |1, pt0, x)−Q2(τ |0, pt0, x)].

Again, these bounds can be estimated by sample analogs.10 Furthermore, the bounds

can be tightened using similar independence and monotonicity assumptions. If we

9See, for example, Athey and Imbens (2002) for the DID method in nonlinear settings.
10When Y1 and Y2 are censored, conditional quantiles can be estimated by inverting the Kaplan-

Meier estimators of the conditional distributions of Y1 and Y2 conditional on (T, P, X) = (t, p, x).

It is possible that some of upper quantiles may not be identified.
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assume that Q(τ |0, p, x) ≤ Q(τ |1, p, x)11 and that bounds are not functions of pt0

and pt1), then for each τ , the lower and upper bounds for the quantile treatment

effect ∆Q(τ |x) are given by

lQ(τ |x) = max
pt0,pt1

l̃Q(τ |x, pt0, pt1)

and

uQ(τ |x) = max
pt0,pt1

ũQ(τ |x, pt0, pt1),

where

l̃Q(τ |x, pt0, pt1) = max[0, Q1(τ |1, pt1, x)−Q2(τ |0, pt1, x)]− [Q2(τ |1, pt0, x)−Q1(τ |0, pt0, x)]

and

ũQ(τ |x, pt0, pt1) = [Q2(τ |1, pt1, x)−Q1(τ |0, pt1, x)]−max[0, Q1(τ |1, pt0, x)−Q2(τ |0, pt0, x)].

4 Results

• bounds with UBJ proxy are wide. Positive treatment effect is not detectable.

See figures 5 and 6. We conclude that UBJ proxy does not provide enough

identification power. Therefore Fitzenberger and Wilke (2004) cannot draw

strong conclusions from their paper.

• bounds with UPIT proxy are tighter.

• we find positive treatment and quantile treatment effect for married male

with high pre unemployment earnings only. Note that median unemployment

duration is in the range of 12 months. Treatment is only present at higher

quantiles.

• we do not observe positive treatment effect for unemployment with low pre-

unemployment earnings. This supports our guess that the treatment is weak

or even not present for this group. This result suggests in addition that there

is no general worsening of labor market conditions for the elderly during this

period. This supports Fitzenberger and Wilke (2004).

11Note that if this assumption holds for each τ , then that is equivalent to the previous assumption

that S(y|0, p, x) ≤ S(y|1, p, x) for all y, p and x.
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• the positive treatment effect persists after the end of the treatment. It starts

shortly after the begin of the treatment and it seems to last for ever. This sug-

gests that something else is going on, e.g. worsening labor market conditions

for long-term unemployed aged 44-48 with high pre-unemployment earnings

or it might be as well some sort of early retirement.

• As already outlined by Fitzenberger and Wilke (2004) we do not observe that

unemployed wait until exhaustion of unemployment benefits before they accept

a new job. Otherwise results would be clearer.

• for singles and females the results are less clear. Some changes in behavior

over the decades (e.g. introduction of parental leave benefits and higher em-

ployment participation of the females) disturb the results. Bounds cross or

they are even reversed. There is no clear calender time trend. Results jump

between the years.

• samples size of group with positive treatment effect is very small compared to

all unemployment spells (see table 3). This implies that for the full population

the treatment effect is small. Note that a very large share of the unemploy-

ment spells in Germany are due to seasonal unemployment. These spells are

excluded from our sample because these unemployed are not entitled for long

UB transfers.
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Figure 3: l̂, û (left) and l̃, ũ (right) for low (top) and high (bottom) pre unemploy-

ment wages. Sample restricted to married males.
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Figure 4: l̂q, ûq (left) and l̃q, ũq (right) for low (top) and high (bottom) pre unem-

ployment wages. Sample restricted to married males.
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Appendix:

A I: Tables

Table 1: Descriptive summary of the sample: pre reform years

aged 36-41 aged 44-48

(control group) (treatment group)

number of spells 2,132 1,481

mean/median spell length UBJ 119/31 114/44

mean/median spell length UPIT 223/107 207/106

mean/median spell length NE 573/224 494/197

censored (UPIT) 26% 24%

censored (NE) 12% 16%

female 37% 32%

married 80% 81%

low wage (0− 40%) 52% 52%

high wage (60− 100%) 29% 29%

mean age (in years) 38.6 45.8
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Table 2: Descriptive summary of the sample: post reform years

aged 36-41 aged 44-48

(control group) (treatment group)

number of spells 5,277 3,271

mean/median spell length UBJ 116/18 114/6

mean/median spell length UPIT 225/103 270/122

mean/median spell length NE 468/264 521/307

censored (UPIT) 27% 30%

censored (NE) 20% 28%

female 44% 44%

married 65% 69%

low wage (0− 40%) 66% 54%

high wage (60− 100%) 25% 29%

mean age (in years) 38.4 45.9

Table 3: Number of spells

pre reform years post reform years

Full sample IABS

aged 36-41 6.609 16.583

aged 44-48 5.287 11.043

Sample with positive treatment effect

aged 36-41 377 671

aged 44-48 294 509
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A II: Figures
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Figure 5: l̂, û (left) and l̃, ũ (right) for UPIT (top) and UBJ (bottom). Sample

restricted to married males.
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Figure 6: l̂q, ûq (left) and l̃q, ũq (right) for UPIT (top) and UBJ (bottom). Sample

restricted to married males.
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